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Complexity
– technological, social, political

a. “Breaking down” processes of communication
b. Make it understandable
c. Locate points with public interest
d. Scrutinize
e. Monitor
f. Intervene/regulate IF necessary
The future of content regulation in a triangular shape: emerging regulatory functions

Legal dimensions
1. Jurisdiction and applicable standards (FoE)
2. “Duty to explanation” frameworks – Data Transparency
3. Common and shared monitoring tools

Policy aspects
1. New regulatory standards
2. Societal impact assessment – the role of the USER

Governance: co-regulatory/ cross-sectoral/ cross-jurisdictional
a. The role of regulatory networks: ERGA and EPRA
b. Revision of institutional mandates
(Re)focusing on the user in the triangular shape of future regulation
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- Youth Engagement / Safety (D, B)
- Dis/Misinformation (L, F, B, W, H, R)
- AI-driven Processes (F, L)
- Advertising and Media (M)
- Hate Speech (H)

facilitating evidence-based regulation